WHEN WILL YOUR EXPECTATIONS BE SHATTERED?

When you experience the 2016 Buick Enclave. With its sculpted lines flowing seamlessly from front to rear, it’s clear that Enclave is no ordinary SUV. Signature LED-accented headlamps and taillamps hint at the powerful technology that awaits you within.

Vehicles shown may contain optional equipment.
Enter its spacious, richly appointed interior and let the Enclave’s soft-touch materials, distinctive wood tones, chrome accents and ice-blue ambient lighting reward your senses. Enclave even offers you the warm touch of an available heated steering wheel. And both driver and front-passenger seats are available with heating and cooling functions.
WHEN ALL THREE ROWS ARE FIRST CLASS

The standard seven-passenger Enclave features three rows of premium seating. A pair of available leather-appointed captain’s chairs in the second row is easy to access, with rear doors that open wide. The third row is easily accessible, thanks to a wide pass-through between the captain’s chairs. The convenient Smart Slide feature makes moving the second-row seats gently forward simple, so passengers of all ages can maneuver easily into the third row.
In the 2016 Enclave, OnStar® with 4G LTE and a built-in Wi-Fi® hotspot turn your Enclave into a reliable mobile hub, with great signal quality and bandwidth. This available technology provides a fast way for your passengers to tap into available high-speed wireless Internet. They can connect up to seven mobile devices to browse websites, stream movies, send e-mails and more.

**CONNECTIONS**

**OnStar with 4G LTE Connection** With powerful 4G LTE connectivity built right into your vehicle, you have your very own mobile command center that provides fast service delivery and lets you stay connected on the go.

**Available Wi-Fi Hotspot** Now your car has its own Wi-Fi hotspot for connecting up to seven tablets, laptops or mobile devices at 4G LTE speed, so the content you crave is always headed where you are. Requires a data plan after the 3-month or 3GB trial period (whichever comes first).

**Remote Services** A simple call to an OnStar Advisor can send a signal to unlock your doors or honk the horn and flash the lights. It's technology hard at work to get you back on the road.

**Hands-Free Calling** Your car has built-in Hands-Free Calling to help keep you safely connected when your cell phone isn’t available. Choose from minute bundles or a minutes-per-month plan.

**OnStar RemoteLink Mobile App** You can remotely start your vehicle from virtually any distance, locate your vehicle on a map, lock or unlock your doors, send destinations to your car, honk your horn and flash your lights. With RemoteLink, you can control your car from anywhere you can get a signal.

**OnStar Family Link** Now you can have peace of mind when family members travel without you. You can view your car’s location on a map, or receive e-mail or text alerts with your car’s location at specific times. There’s a small charge for this service.

**AtYourService** OnStar AtYourService is a new way to discover value in the places you go. You get special offers for better ways to eat, work, shop and play, delivered directly to your RemoteLink mobile app or through a simple press of the blue OnStar button. AtYourService makes where you go and what you do more rewarding.

---

*Visit onstar.com for coverage map, details and system limitations. Services vary by model and conditions. 4G LTE service available in select markets. Some services require data plan. OnStar Hands-Free Calling requires an existing OnStar service contract and available minutes. Not available in certain markets. Visit onstar.com for coverage map, details and system limitations.


*OnStar Family Link service locates OnStar-equipped vehicles, not people. Available to active U.S. OnStar service plan subscribers only. Federal, state and local taxes and other service charges may apply. Third-party trademarks are the property of their respective third-party owners, used under agreement.
WHEN THE ROAD IS CALLING

Use your voice to control the Buick IntelliLink™ interactive audio system or have the optional Navigation System† guide you to what you’re looking for. Your compatible smartphone connects via Bluetooth® to Enclave’s high-resolution, 6.5-inch diagonal LCD color touch-screen. You’re doing all of this while keeping your hands on the wheel and eyes squarely on the road.

SIRIUSXM
Enclave comes with a 3-month trial of SiriusXM Satellite Radio.† You’ll hear with digital clarity 175+ channels of commercial-free music from every genre, live play-by-play sports, the biggest news and talk and the hottest entertainment at your fingertips, 24/7.

STAY IN CONTACT
IntelliLink™ automatically stores your phone contacts for quick access. Simply tell it which of your contacts you want to call, and it dials the number.

USB PORT
Enclave comes standard with three USB ports§ and offers an available 120-volt outlet to connect your other electronic devices. So your digital home life moves seamlessly with you on the road.

MUSIC ON DEMAND
With the ease of advanced voice recognition (or steering-wheel-mounted controls), you have access to available audio apps® on your phone such as Pandora® Internet radio or Stitcher™ SmartRadio.

*Full functionality requires compatible Bluetooth® and smartphone. Some devices require USB connectivity.
†Map coverage available in the United States, U.S. Virgin Islands, Puerto Rico and Canada. ‡Get my buick.com/learn to find out which phones are compatible with the vehicle.
§Subscription rates apply. ‡‡If you subscribe after your trial period, subscriptions are continuous unless you call SiriusXM to cancel. See SiriusXM Customer Agreement for complete terms at siriusxm.com. Other fees and taxes will apply.
All fees and programming subject to change. §Not compatible with all devices.
WHEN IT’S MUSIC TO YOUR EARS

With Bluetooth® and USB connectivity,1 Enclave lets you use your smartphone to access your favorite available music apps2 like Pandora and play music you’ve downloaded and stored on your phone. You can hear it all through an available Bose® 10-speaker sound system. Engineered specifically for the Enclave cabin, music sounds full and detailed, speech sounds natural and the system even approaches live performance levels without distortion.

1 Go to my.buick.com/learn to find out which phones are compatible with the vehicle. 2 Not compatible with all devices. 3 Data plan rates apply.
When Power Is In Your Grip

Enclave’s available All-Wheel Drive (AWD) constantly monitors traction at all four wheels. If it detects slip, power is delivered to the wheel(s) with the best grip. In low-traction situations—such as rain, sleet or snow—it can send up to 50 percent of engine torque to either front wheel and up to 85 percent to either rear wheel. On dry roads, performance and handling benefits such as enhanced acceleration and torque reach all four wheels.
WHEN PROTECTION HAS YOU SURROUNDED

Enclave has its priorities in the right place, everywhere. In the center-mounted information screen, the standard Rear Vision Camera helps you see what’s behind your Enclave, and available Rear Cross Traffic Alert helps make you aware of oncoming traffic when backing up. In the High-Intensity Discharge xenon headlamps, an available articulating feature helps you see around corners.

And on the opposite page, you can read about available safety features such as Forward Collision Alert, Lane Departure Warning and Side Blind Zone Alert. These safety features are no substitute for the driver’s responsibility to operate the vehicle in a safe manner. The driver should remain attentive to traffic, surroundings and road conditions at all times. Read the vehicle Owner’s Manual for more important safety information.

Always use safety belts and child restraints. Children are safer when properly secured in a rear seat in the appropriate child restraint. See the Owner’s Manual for more information.
WHEN YOU’RE FEELING SPONTANEOUS

Enclave offers the space and versatility to adapt to whatever’s next. The standard power liftgate makes it
easy to load Enclave’s cargo area. Simply flip the third row down, lower the second row and you’ve created
a cavernous 115.2 cubic feet of level storage capacity.¹

Need to carry more? Enclave offers a 4,500-lb towing² capacity with an optional trailering package that
includes a heavy-duty cooling system and a 2” receiver hitch for mounting a bike rack or towing a trailer.

¹Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Before you buy a vehicle or use it for trailering, carefully review the trailering section of the Owner’s Manual.
²The weight of passengers, cargo and options or accessories may reduce the amounts you can tow.
2016 ENCLAVE TUSCAN EDITION

Introducing the Enclave Tuscan Edition. While every Enclave is designed to make you feel special, the Enclave Tuscan Edition creates a sense of premium luxury that’s as unique—and colorful—as the region it’s named for. Available exclusively with premium paint choices White Frost Tricoat, Dark Chocolate Metallic or Ebony Twilight Metallic, the Enclave Tuscan Edition includes 20" chrome-clad wheels with bronze pockets, a waterfall grille clad in bronze and an available power moonroof with rear fixed skylight. So you’ll always be under the Tuscan sun.
WHEN CONVERSATION IS AN ART

AND QUIET IS A SCIENCE

Close the doors of Enclave behind you and enter a hushed sanctuary that helps keep the noisy world outside at bay. Buick engineered Enclave using QuietTuning, a technology that helps reduce, block and absorb noise and vibration in the cabin, so it’s the ideal environment for good conversation. Prefer to enjoy music, instead? The available Bose 10-speaker sound system was tuned to the acoustics of the Enclave interior. You’ll feel like you’re seated in a concert hall.
Enclave delivers a powerfully moving performance, thanks to a 3.6L V-6 engine with direct fuel injection, Variable Valve Timing, 288 hp and 270 lb-ft of torque. It’s paired with a smooth-shifting electronic 6-speed automatic transmission designed to optimize power and efficiency.

Your power to tame rough roads comes from dual-flow dampers in the suspension system that create a smooth, quiet ride while preserving a precise handling feel. Enclave engages its advanced StabiliTrak technology to help reduce wheel spin and control traction.
WHEN ONSTAR IS ON YOUR SIDE

With the Basic Plan, you’ll enjoy the powerful connection that comes standard with your vehicle for 5 years at no additional cost to you. You’ll have access to limited OnStar services, which include select features of the OnStar RemoteLink mobile app. To remotely start your car (if factory-installed), manage your available Wi-Fi hotspot, locate your vehicle on a map, and lock/unlock your doors from your mobile device. Your car can even run its own diagnostic checks. And with OnStar with available 4G LTE, you have a high-speed Internet connection and your own built-in Wi-Fi hotspot.

EMERGENCY

Automatic Crash Response® If you’re in a crash, built-in sensors can automatically alert an OnStar Advisor. An Advisor is immediately connected to your vehicle to see if you need help, even if you can’t ask for it. Emergency Services. One push of the red emergency button gives you a priority connection to an OnStar Advisor who can direct emergency services to your exact location and offer critical assistance until help arrives. With OnStar, you’re never alone.

Crisis Assist® In severe weather conditions or a crisis, Advisors can provide a fast, knowledgeable resource if you need emergency assistance, evacuation routes and other resources. OnStar can also contact family members for you.

Roadside Assistance® If you’re stranded, have a flat tire or need a tow truck, just ask an OnStar Advisor to get help to your exact location to get you back on the road quickly.

SECURITY

Stolen Vehicle Assistance® If your car is stolen, once it’s been reported, OnStar can use GPS technology to locate it and work with local police to help recover it. One simple call puts a team into action, giving you the power and confidence to help recover your vehicle quickly and safely. And with new Theft Alarm Notification, if your car alarm sounds, we can notify you.

NAVIGATION

Turn-by-Turn Navigation® Getting directions is as easy as pushing a button and telling an Advisor where you want to go. Directions are quickly downloaded to your car, and a voice calls out every turn. An Advisor can also help you with a database of over 14 million points of interest. To plan routes in advance, you can send destinations to your vehicle through an Advisor or the RemoteLink mobile app.

DIAGNOSTICS

Advanced Diagnostics® Feel confident and safe knowing you have a self-diagnosing vehicle with Advanced Diagnostics. Now your vehicle can easily run a check on its key systems and send you Diagnostic Alerts in real time. And the new Proactive Alerts feature can predict and alert you to potential issues before they become a problem. You’ll also receive scheduled maintenance alerts. With Advanced Diagnostics, you’ll know more and worry less.

*Services vary by model and conditions. Visit onstar.com for vehicle availability, details and system limitations.
WHEN YOU MAKE ENCLAVE YOURS

Order your Enclave with Buick Accessories designed and crafted to meet Buick’s high standards—and yours. Be sure to consider the Roof Rack Cross Rail Package. The cross rails—available in Black or Bright Anodized Aluminum, each with chrome end caps—are an essential component for many of the accessories featured below. Visit buickaccessories.com for more Buick Accessories information.

ACCESSORIES:

CARGO CARRIERS

A stylish well-equipped cargo box withremovable features such as side side openings and Quick-Grip mounting, the box is available in two sizes to carry all your gear in style. Requires roof rack cross rails. Non-GM warranty. Warranty by Thule. A hitch-mounted cargo box accessory is also available.

BICYCLE CARRIERS

This is the upright bicycle carrier that sets the standard for bike-carrying flexibility and ease of use. It accommodates bike frames up to 3½ inches in diameter. Requires roof rack cross rails. Non-GM warranty. Warranty by Thule. A hitch-mounted bicycle carrier accessory is also available.

KAYAK CARRIERS

Transport your kayak on the roof of your vehicle by attaching a Folding Kayak Carrier or Kayak Saddles. These carriers provide maximum stability and protection during transportation. Requires roof rack cross rails. Non-GM warranty. Warranty by Thule.

SKI CARRIERS

The Universal Flat Top™ Ski/Snowboard Carrier by Thule easily locking and installs quickly and easily on roof rack cross rails. It carries up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards. Non-GM warranty. Warranty by Thule. A hitch-mounted ski carrier accessory is also available.

BICYCLE CARRIERS

A hitch-mounted bicycle carrier accessory is also available.

KAYAK CARRIERS

The Universal Flat Top™ Ski/Snowboard Carrier by Thule easily locking and installs quickly and easily on roof rack cross rails. It carries up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards. Non-GM warranty. Warranty by Thule.

Ski carriers and their components are assembled or produced by different operating units of General Motors, its subsidiaries or suppliers to General Motors. The program is fully transferable to subsequent owners. See participating dealer for details.

TAKE OWNERSHIP TO THE NEXT LEVEL

Create an Owner Center account to gain unrestricted access to everything you need to get the most out of your new vehicle. Receive alerts and service offers, schedule service, view vehicle-specific how-to videos and check service records. All online, anytime. Go to mybuick.com to take a tour or register your Buick today.

GM, the GM logo, Buick, the Buick emblem, OnStar, the OnStar emblem and the slogans, emblems, vehicle model names, vehicle body designs and other marks appearing in this catalog are the trademarks and/or service marks of General Motors, its subsidiaries, affiliates or licensors. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio, Inc. Facebook is a registered trademark of Facebook, Inc. Twitter is a registered trademark of Twitter, Inc. YouTube is a registered trademark of Google, Inc. Google+ is a trademark of Google, Inc. ©2015 General Motors. All rights reserved. Litho in USA, July 2015. To learn more about why Certified Service is the perfect companion for your Enclave, click on mycertifiedservice.com.
**STANDARD EQUIPMENT**

**POWER AND PERFORMANCE**

- **Engine**: 3.6L V6 with VVT and direct injection
- **Transmission**: 6-speed automatic
- **Suspension**: Precision ride, 4-wheel independent
- **Brakes**: 4-wheel anti-lock disc brake system
- **Traction Control**: Full-time
- **StabilTrak**: Stability control system

**COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE**

- **Remote Vehicle Starter System**
- **Seat Type**: Deluxe cloth (Titanium)
- **Seating**: 7-passenger seating, includes second-row captain’s chairs, third-row sliding and Smart Slide access to the third row, sliding/60/40 bench
- **Driver Seat Adjuster**: 8-way power with memory and lumbar support
- **Rear Passenger Seat Adjuster**: 2-way power 

**Exhaust**: Dual-outlet stainless steel with bright tip integrated in rear fascia

**Steering/Wheel-Mounted Controls** for audio and cruise control

**Cruise Control**

- **Mirrors**: Inside rearview, auto-dimming

**Universal Garage-Door Opener**

**Remote Keyless Entry**

**Windows**: Driver and front-passenger illuminated vanity mirrors

**Steering/Wheel**: QuietTuning, sport-tuned

**Shifting Wheel**: Leather-wrapped with mahogany wood accents, tilt and telescopic

**Steering/Wheel-Mounted Controls**: For audio and cruise control

**Cruise Control**: Memorized

**Rear Vision Camera**

**Tire Pressure Monitoring System**: Does not include spare

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**

**Airbags**: Frontal and side-impact airbag for driver and passenger, front-seat knee airbag, seat-mounted side-impact and head curtain side-impact airbag for all rows in outward-facing seating positions

**Power Door Locks**: Programmable with child-secure

**OnStar**: 2 months of Guidance Plan (to fail excludes Hands-Free Calling

- **Thet-Dement System**: PASKEY:5, engine immobilizer and Remote Start

**Front Door Sill Plates**: Personal cell phone connectivity to OnStar with 4G LTE and Built-In Wi-Fi® Hotspot (3 months or 3GB data trial, whichever comes first)

**STYLING AND FUNCTIONALITY**

- **Lighting**: High Intensity Discharge (HID) xenon, projector-beam headlamps. High flow function with bi-functional projector-beam headlamps and Smart Slide access to the third row, sliding/60/40 bench
- **Lamps**: Glass: Sunroof, Daytime running lamps. LED automatic headlamp control

**Glass**: Style Ray deep-tinted, rear, side, quarter window and visors

**Outside Mirrors**: Heated, power-adjustable, body-color, manual-folding with integrated turn signal indicators

**Wipers**: Front and rear intermittent with washers

**Rear Liftgate**: Power

**Luggage Rack**: Chromed side rails, roof-recessed

**Wheels**: 20" chrome alloy (Titanium)

**Tires**: P255/50R20 all-season

**AVAILABLE OPTIONS**

**Trailering Package Engine Block Heater**

**PREMIUM GROUP**

- **Heated Steering Wheel**
- **Leather-Appointed Seating**
- **8-Way Power Heated Front Seats with Driver Memory**
- **Side Blind Zone Alert**
- **Rear Cross Traffic Alert**

- **Audio System with Navigation™** with AM/FM stereo, high-resolution 6.5" diagonal color touch-screen, Navigation System, CD player, MP3 playback and auxiliary port. Includes Bose Sound System

- **Audio System with Rear Seat Entertainment** with AM/FM stereo, high-resolution 6.5" diagonal color touch-screen, CD/DVD player, MP3 playback and auxiliary port. Includes Bose Sound System with 3.5" surround sound, rear overhead 8" diagonal color screen, rear audio controls with 2 headphones and 2 pairs of wireless headphones and 120GB toucheable color audio system

- **Audio System with Rear Seat Entertainment and Navigation™** with AM/FM stereo, high-resolution 6.5" diagonal color touch-screen, Navigation System, CD player, MP3 playback and auxiliary port. Includes Bose Sound System with 3.5" surround sound, rear overhead 8" diagonal color screen, rear audio controls with 3 headphones and 2 pairs of wireless headphones and 120GB toucheable color audio system

- **Audio System with Navigation** with AM/FM stereo, high-resolution 6.5" diagonal color touch-screen, Navigation System, CD player, MP3 playback and auxiliary port. Includes Bose Sound System

- **Rear Entertainment System**: With steering wheel controls

**ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEMS**

- **Audio System with Navigation 8**: Bluetooth® phone connectivity, vehicle remote control, vehicle remote monitor, remote keyless entry, 8.0" diagonal color touch-screen, with navigation

- **Audio System with Navigation and Rear-View Camera**: Bluetooth® phone connectivity, vehicle remote control, vehicle remote monitor, remote keyless entry, 8.0" diagonal color touch-screen, with navigation and rear-view camera

**Headroom, third row**: 37.8

**Headroom, second row, with moonroof**: 38.7

**Headroom, first row**: 40.5

**Legroom, third row**: 33.2

**Legroom, second row, with moonroof**: 34.2

**Legroom, first row**: 37.8

**Legroom, second row**: 33.2

**Legroom, first row**: 37.8

**Legroom, second row**: 34.2

**Legroom, first row**: 37.8

**Exhaust**: Dual-outlet stainless steel with bright tip integrated in rear fascia

**Steering/Wheel-Mounted Controls**: For audio and cruise control

**Cruise Control**: Memorized

**Rear Vision Camera**

**Tire Pressure Monitoring System**: Does not include spare

**SAFETY AND SECURITY**

**Airbags**: Frontal and side-impact airbag for driver and passenger, front-seat knee airbag, seat-mounted side-impact and head curtain side-impact airbag for all rows in outward-facing seating positions

**Power Door Locks**: Programmable with child-secure

**OnStar**: 2 months of Guidance Plan (to fail excludes Hands-Free Calling

- **Thet-Dement System**: PASKEY:5, engine immobilizer and Remote Start

**Front Door Sill Plates**: Personal cell phone connectivity to OnStar with 4G LTE and Built-In Wi-Fi® Hotspot (3 months or 3GB data trial, whichever comes first)
**WHEELS**

*F1H 19" CHROME-CLAD CAST ALUMINUM*

*RZA 19" ALUMINUM 10-SPOKE*

*PW 20" BRIGHT MACHINED ALUMINUM WITH BLADE SILVER POCKETS*

*PPF 20" CHROME-CLAD CAST ALUMINUM WITH BRONZE POCKETS*

**EXTERIOR COLORS**

SUMMIT WHITE
WHITE FROST
SPARKLING SILVER
QUICKSILVER
CRIMSON RED
TINTCOAT

DARK SAPPHIRE BLUE METALLIC
MIDNIGHT AMETHYST METALLIC
IRIDIUM METALLIC
DARK CHOCOLATE METALLIC
EBONY TWILIGHT METALLIC

**INTERIOR TRIM**

TITANIUM LEATHER-APPOINTED SEATING OR CLOTH
CHOCOLATE LEATHER-APPOINTED SEATING

DARK PLUM LEATHER-APPOINTED SEATING
EBONY LEATHER-APPOINTED SEATING
